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Dust Tolerant EVA-Compatible Connectors 
Summary 
-Contamination of EVA Connectors Exposed to the Lunar Surface -
Given the dirty lunar environment that the EVA suit and surface 
systems elements must operate in and that multiple connections 
will need to be made to perform servicing of various systems (high 
pressure oxygen, cooling water, air, electronics, date, etc.), there is 
a possibility that those connectors will fail due to contamination. 
-QD Performance Lead Time - Vendor selection is limited in 
industry and vendors may not have the capability or interest to 
supply the low volume 
-Dust Intrusion - Potential exists for dust to enter the commodity 
flow path affecting the purity of the commodity. 
-Dust Mate/De-Mate Interference - Dust may adhere to the QD 
mating surfaces during the mate/de-mate process that could 
prevent re-mate until the dust is removed. 
-Ice Mate/De-Mate Interference - Ice may form on the QD mating 
surfaces during the mate/de-mate 














Dust Tolerant EVA-Compatible Connectors B 
Working with a quick disconnect vendor to 
design and fabricate a connector that has the 
ability mate/de-mate at full operating 
pressure and autonomously clean the mating 
surfaces during the mate process 
Working on several dust tolerant housing 
designs in house that will protect the QD 
from dust intrusion while allowing an 
astronaut or robot to mate the connectors 
autonomously 




